Citing in MLA Format

See OWL: http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/ 
All examples and instructions from OWL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper Format for Eng 114</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Double-spaced on standard paper. Under the paragraph section in the Home tab in Word, click the bottom right corner. This opens up a box. You want line spacing to be Double. Before and After should be at 0 pt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 1 inch margins on all sides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 12pt. Times New Roman Font</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• In the header, add consecutive page numbers to the upper right hand corner.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Text Citations (author, pages) –

Include an in-text citation after all quotes to indicate which source the quote belongs to (all sources you use in your writing need to be cited in full on the page Works Cited).

The author's name may appear either in the sentence itself or in parentheses following the quotation or paraphrase, but the page number(s) should always appear in the parentheses, not in the text of your sentence.

Examples:

According to some, dreams express "profound aspects of personality", though others disagree (Foulkes 184).  
Foulkes claims that dreams express profound aspects of personality", though others disagree (184).

Electronic and Internet sources in-text

These are done the same as above: In the text of your paper, include the first item that appears in the Work Cited entry that corresponds to the citation (e.g. author name, article name, or website name.). However, no page numbers are needed.

Do not include URLs in-text. Only provide partial URLs such as when the name of the site includes, for example, a domain name, like CNN.com as opposed to writing out http://www.cnn.com

Long Quotes

Quotations longer than 40 words need to be set apart from the rest of the text. The quote should be in a new paragraph and set 1 inch from the left margin, or tapping the Tab key on the keyboard twice. Double spacing still applies. When the quote is complete, put the in-text citation after it the way you would do for any other quote and start a new paragraph with the regular indent (1 use of the Tab button).
Works Cited

- This is a separate page at the end of your paper.
- Each citation in the text must be listed back here and likewise, each listing on this page must be quoted in the text.
- The title of the page should be centered and labeled Works Cited without bolding, underlining, or any other additions.
- All text is double-spaced, just like the rest of the paper.
- Each separate citation should be hanging. In the examples given, this is shown. To do this, go to the paragraph section under the home tab in Word. Click the arrow in the bottom right hand corner. This opens a box: under “special”, click on “hanging”. This creates the hanging format.

Books

Basic Format: Lastname, Firstname. Title of Book. Place of Publication: Publisher, Year of Publication. Medium of Publication.


Magazine/Journal


Website

Basic Format: Editor, author, or compiler name (if available). Name of Site. Version number. Name of institution/organization affiliated with the site (sponsor or publisher), date of resource creation (if available). Medium of publication. Date you accessed the material.


Use n.p. to indicate that neither a publisher nor a sponsor name has been provided. Use n.d. when the Web page does not provide a publication date.

Page on a Web site


Article from an Online Database

Cite articles from online databases (e.g. ProQuest, Lexis Nexis, CQ Researcher) and other subscription services just as you would print sources (magazine/journal or book). In addition to this information, provide the title of the database italicized, medium of publication, and the date of access.